HOW TO APPLY

Stall, Cage or Kennel:
Whether dirt, concrete, wood, metal or rubber mats, you will first apply a thin layer (approximately 5# per
10'x10' area). Then place any type of bedding over the top. Next day when you walk in immediately apply 1/21# of product ON top of the wet bedding, go pull your manure for 10 minutes, then go back to the area you
sprinkled Stall DRY & toss or mix it up (like you are tossing a salad). This will allow Stall DRY to come in
contact with the liquid urine & the wet bedding & it will absorb the wetness & neutralize the ammonia. In
addition, it will dry the bedding, which will extend the bedding life & save money & labor.
When you take the manure out to dispose of it, toss a small amount of Stall DRY on the manure and this will
help to control the flies & the odor in the manure. Stall DRY reduces fly larva & eggs. Kill 1 pr = 30 million
every 60 days.

Rubber Mats:
When using Stall DRY with rubber mats, the only thing to remember is urine (liquid) will run off the edges,
take a small amount & pour along the edges & the seams, & then when the urine runs off the edges it will be
caught by Stall DRY & absorbed. This will help to keep the urine from getting under the mats & deteriorating
them.

Rabbits, (similar situations):
When you have an animal that urinates & drops the manure through a cage onto a pan or the ground, this is the
best method for using Stall DRY. Rabbit pans - Place 1-11/2" of Stall DRY in the pan, then each day just use a
cat litter scoop to clean out the manure, as you are doing this you are also allowing the wet
Stall DRY to come in contact with dry Stall DRY & therefore neutralizing the ammonia that is in the wet. After
scooping out the manure you should have a pan free of ammonia & dry. If you don't clean out every day or
two, just sprinkle a small amount on the top of the pan & this will control the odor & wetness until you do clean
it out.

Cat Litter:
Put approximately 5-7# in your litter box. Every day or when you clean the solids out of your litter box, you
will be mixing any wet spots with dry material. This will keep your litter fresh & eliminate any ammonia that
may have been in the box prior to your cleaning out the solids. This happens because the clay is neutralizing &
absorbing the ammonia. When you have completed the removal of solids, you should have a clean smelling
litter box. Depending on the amount of cats per litter box, 5-7# should last between 4-6 weeks.

*** NOTE ***
The amount of Stall DRY used to absorb & dry up wet bedding & liquid depends on the amount of liquid & the
surface. If the surface is dirt & it is very wet it might take more to get the ground dry, then with continued
usage the amount will be reduced. The key factor is how wet your animal makes the area where they urinate.
If it is a horse that will take more Stall DRY than it will for a hamster.

